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SUMMARY

Scope: This routine, announced inspection involved inspection on-site in
the areas of operations including a Unit I reactor scram, -

surveillance testing, maintenance activities, review of improper
temperature / pressure controls during scram recovery, additional
safety related breakers with thermal overloads found not bypassed,
improperly controlled room panel electrical outlets, and review of
open items.

Results: One violation, one unresolved item and one inspector-followup were
identified:

The violation involved several examples of failure to follow
procedures. One example restited in exceeding procedural
limits on recirculation loop heatup rates (paragraph 5). The
cther axample involved steps of a routine surveillance test
which were performed out of sequence Inaragraph 3), (Violation
321/92-21-01: Two Examples of Failute a follow Operating
Procedures).

The unresolved item addressed other deficiencies noted in the
review of improper temperature and pressure control during a
Unit I scram recovery. Procedures lacked proper or sufficient
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g guidance to cec eal important evolutions. Several 15
violations m4 have occurred. Additional information and-

review is required on this issue. (URI 'l/92-21-02:
Inadequate Control of Primary System P' c n Jre/Temperat ce

| Conditions, paragraph 5).
n

'

The insp.::or followup item addressed t: 1 licensee's ongoing
review of control roor electrical panels. His9se of one of the

,

i outlets .esulted in the loss of soma important control rcom
M inL cators. (IFI 321,360/92-21-03: improperly Controlled (
g

% ' ;ontrol Room %nel Electrical Outlets, paragraph 7).
.

Although some deficiencies were identified this perica which -

. ; - were similar to attention to detail problems discussed in
l$t
* ~

previous reports, several examples of good attention to detail
on the part of CR opei stors were noted. A shift supervisor

,4 ? identified, by a detaiied review, that repair activities on a
pO

. requirements and initiated prompt corrective actions prior to
u? reactor water level transmitter did not fully meet the TS

,

exceeding the TS act hn statement time period. A plant
equipment operator e 9 high radiaticn raunds identilied a

.,

small leak on an exb ion steam supply si: :o a feedwater
heater.

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's att' v. relating to the
recr ' Mtified additional missing breaker thermal overload

*
j unip, it was concluded that although the corrective actions
were In accordance with commitments made in response to a',

previous violation, the licensee did-not expeditiously
ident 'fy the additional missing jumpers (paragraph 5).
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REPORT DETAILS

I

-1. . Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*J. Letsill, Unit 2 Operations Superintendent
C. Coggin, Training and Emergency Preparedness Manager

*D. Davis, Plant Administration Manager
*P. fornel, Maintenance Manager
0. Fraser, Safety Audit and Engineering Review Supervisor

*G. Goode Engineering Support Manager
i

*J. Hammono., Regulatory Compliance Supervisor i

*W. Kirkley, Health Physics and Chemistry Manager )J. Lewis, Operations Manager
*C. Moore, Assistant General Manager - Plant Scpport
D. Read, Assistant General Manager - Plant Operations

*P. Roberts, Acting Outages and Planning Manager )
*K. Robuck, Manager, Modifications and Maintenance Support
*H. Sumner, General Manager Nuclear Plant |
*J. Thompson, Nuclear' Security Marager 1

*S. Tipps, Nuclear Safety and Compliance Manager
*P. Wells, Unit 1 Operations Superintendent 1

Other licensee employees contacted included technicians, operatcrs,
ulechanics, security force members and staff personnel.

PRC Resident Inspectors

*L. Wert
*R. Musser

NiiC management / officials on site-during inspection period:

P. Skinner, Chief, Reactor Projects Section 3B, Region II

* Attended exit interview

Acronyms and abbreviations used throughout this report are listed in the
last paragraph.

2. Plant Operations _(71707)

a. Operational Statu.

Unit 1 began t'e -period operating at rated power. On August 25,
-

1992, power was reduced to 94 per' ant in order to isolate extraction
steam to the "A" tenth stage feeci.ater heater' to complete repairs to
a small steam leak. The urit was returned to rated power early on-

i August 26. On August 27, a reactor scram and Group I isolation
| occurred on a main steam line high radiation signal. -Paragraph 2b
!
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of this report contains additional details of that incident. ' The
unf t was restored to 100 percent rated power at about 5:00 A.rt, on
August 31 and operated at that level for the remainder-of the period
with the exception of a few hours on September 12 when unit 1
operated et reduced power due to the tripping of the IB MFWPT during
routine surveillance testing.

Unit 2 began the period operating at 76 percent rated power. The
reduced power was necessary in orden to maintain cc octant i

symmetry so tnat operation could contina with only aee operable
TIP machines. (Previously, one of the four TIP machine = had failed.)
The unit continued to operate in end-of-cycle coastdown and was at
about 9 percent power at the end of the report period. Unit 2 is
scheduled to begin a 63 day refueling outage on September 16, 1992.

The inspectors reviewed plant crarations throughout the reporting
period to verify conformance with regulatory requirements, Technical
Specifications (TS), and administrative controls. Control room
logs, shift turnover records, temporary modification logs, LC0 logs
and equipment clearance records were reviewed routinely.
Discussions were conducted with plant operations, maintenance,
chemistry, health physics, instrumentation and control (l&C), and
nuclear safety and compliance (NSAC) personnel. The inspectors
continued to review STA and related reactor engineering operational
actions as oiscussed in Inspection Report 321,366/92-12. As noted
on previous occasions, while formalized crocedural guidance is not
available regarding tyne required actio .s, the inspt'. tors did not
identify any inadec,dateb controlled evolutions. Tha expertist M
judgement of reactor engineering ar.c STA personnel is relied t.pon to.
ensure actions are prc9er.

Activities within t,.a ;ontrol rooms were monitored on an almost

daily basis. Inspections were conducted on day and on night. shifts,
during weekdays and on weekends. Observations included contro'i room
manning, access control, operator professionalism and attentiveness,
and adherence to procedures. Instrument readings, recorder traces,
annur.ciator alarms, operability of nuclear instrumentation and
reactor protection system channels, availability of power sources,
and operability of the Safety Parameter Display system were-
monitored. Control Room observations also included ECCS. system
lineups, containment integrity, reactor mode switch position, scram
discharge volume valve positions, and rod movement controls.
Numerous. informal' discussions were conducted with the operators and
their supervisors. Some inspections were made during shift change in
order to evaluate shift turnover performance. Actions observed were
conducted as required by the licensee's administrative procedures..
The complement of licensed personnel on each shift met or exceeded.
the requirements of TS.

On September 2, 1992, the inspectors participated in the annual-
evaluated Emergency Preparedness drill. The resident functioned in
the simulator control room and the' senior re Ment participated in

. _ _ _ _ _. _
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the TSC and EOF. During the drill the inspector in the TSC was able
to communicate with both the inspector in the. simulator and regional-

personnel by utilizing a recently furnished cordless telephone.
This phone enabled the inspector to closely monitor plant conditions
and emergency directcr actions while still maintaining appropriate
communications. The drill 's discussed in detail in Inspection
Report 50-321,366/92-19. Of particular concern was a problem
involving communications with the fire brigade during portions of
the drill. Previous similar problems have been noted in actual ~ fire
events (Inspection Report 321,366/92-15) and during drills
(Inspection Report 321,366/91-24). As discussed during the EP
exercise exit meeting on September 4,1992, a remedial fire drill
will be conducted and will be ooserved by the resident inspectors.
The inspectors will closely follow t5e licensee's corrective actb os
for the communication issue.

Several active safety-related equipment clearances were reviewed to
confirm that they were properly prepared and executcd. Applicable
circuit breakers, switches, and valves wer e walked down to verify.
that clearance tags were in place and legible and that equipment was
properly positioned. Equipment clearance program requirements are
specified in licensee procedure 30AC-0PS-001-05, " Control of
Equipment Clearances and Tags." No major discrepancies were ,

ider ti fied.

The inspectors observed portions of the transfer of the new reactor
fuel, cuntrol blades and channels from an onsite storage area to the
refueling floor area. Additionally, some of the fuel bundle receipt
inspections and loading of the channelized bundles into the SFP was
also observed. No significant deffciencies were noted.

Selected portions of the containment isolation lineup were reviewed
to confirm that the lineup was correct. The review involved
verification of proper valve positioning, verification that motor
and air-operated valves were not mechanically. blocked and that power
was available (unless blocking or power removal was required); and
inspection of piping upstream of the valves for leakage or leakage
paths.

Plant tours were taken throughout the reporting period on a routine
basis. The areas toured 'rcluded the following:

.seactor Buildings
Station Yard Zone within the Pratected Area
Turbine Building
Intake Building
Diesel Generator Building ;

Fire Pump Building
Recombiner Building
Central and Secondary Alarm Stations

_.
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During the plant tours, ongoing activities, housekeeping, security,
equipment status, and radiation control practices were observed.
?dentified problems were reported to the appropriate unit shift
supervisor or management. Paragraph 4 contains an item noted during
observation of maintenance activities. On August 18, 1992, during a
tour of the intake structure, the inspector again noted that the
building roof was leaking. In particular, water was dripping on the
20 RHRSW pump motor. This condition has been a long standing
problem at Plant Hatch and corrective actions in the past have been
ineffective. Additionally, during tours of the EDG building during
or after rainstorms, the inspectors have noted that water lcaKs in
an ound the exhaust line openings in the overhead and drips down on
the local EDG control panel. Water stains on the panels indicate
that this condition has existed for some time. On several
occasions, significant puddles of water have been noted on the floor
adjacent to the panels. Water dripping onto safety related
electrical components is not a desirable condition. The residents-
have discussed the intake structure problem with management in the
past and identified the EDG issue to shift management. The
inspectors will continue to monitor the licensees effort to
alle/iate these conditions.

The inspectors performed routine reviewr of numerous licensee
identified deficiencies to er;ure the adequacy of corrective
actions, assess safety significance, and to ensure regulatory
requirements are met. During this report period,.the licensee-
identified that valves lE51-F019 and 2E51-F019 were not included in
the EQ program. These are block valves in the RCIC pump minimum
flow bypass lines and serve as containment isolation valves. Since
the valves must be able to perform their function in a HELB
scenario, they_should be part of the EQ program. The inspectors
referred to the current guidance on licensee action that should be
taken when equipment is discovered to be potentially nonconforming
and to GL 88-07 In this case, i i '7 rcquires the licensee to;
make a prompt decernination of operaullity take immediatu steps.to
establish a plsn witl' a reasonable schedule to correct.the
deficiency, and nave a written JCO. The inspectors reviewed the JC0
which concluded IE51-F019 is in fact presently EQ qualified and
operation of 'Jnit 2 was allowable. The mot:r for 2E51-FO'9 needs to.
be replaced witn une utilizing class RH insulation. (It presently~

has class "B" insulation). Re inspector noted th::t the JC0 focused
on the functioning of 2E51-iOl9 as a containment isolation valve and
did not specifically address the RCIC minimum flow function of the
valve. The licensee provided supplemental informatior, addressing
the ability of the valve to open when RCIC is required. It

- concluded that since the valve-is located within the RC.C diagonal
room, it would only be exposed to a harsh environment in event of a
RCIC steam line break in which casa RCIC would not be available.
The JC0 also stated that although the 2E51-F019 valve motor is' not
explicitly qualified it is expected to perform its function if
called upon. The inspectors also noted that raplacement of the
valve motor was not scheduled as a regulatory commitment in the

- . , _ ~ -- -. - - -
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upcoming efueling outage plan. Discussions with outage management
indicated the DCR was recently api. roved and that the work will be
performed this outage. The inspectors concluded that the JC0
provided sufficient analysis and justificstion for continued
operation with the nonconforming 2E51-F019 valve. Paragraph 6 of
this report contains discussiens of a related EQ issue,

b. Unit 1 Scram and Group I Isalation Due to Main Steam Line High
Radiation Levels (71707) (93702)

At 3.22 a.m. on August 27, Unit I scrammed from 100 percent rated
power. The scram and a group one isolation were initiated by high
MSL radiation monitor indications. Approximately 10 minutes prior
to the scram, the "G" condensate demineralizer had been returned to
service after backwash and precoat. About two minutes prior to the
scram the "B" condensate deminer alizer had been returned to service
after removal for investigation of double indication on a valve.
Subsequent investigation indicated that the steam line high
radiation levels were caused by intrusion of lubricating oil into
the condensate system. The oil apparently accumulated on the resin
in the demineralizers and was injected into the condensate system as
flow through 'ne demineralizers was altered. The oil was decomposed
as it traveled through the reactor and resulted in high radiation
levels in the main steam lines. The :,il most likely was introduced
through the main feeo pump seal wzter system. It has been
recognized for some tiu that a very small quantity of oil was
entering by way of the bracket drain basin. The inspector was
informed of the scram by plant management at 4:15 a.m and responded
to the site. Portions of the recovery actions were observed. The
post scram meeting and other ERT activities were monitored. The
unit had been restored to full power several hours earlier after
repairs were completed to a tenth stage extraction steam line at 94
percent power (paragraph 2a). Hydrogen injection and the MSL
radiation monitor setpoints had been returned to their 100 percent
power levels well before this scram. Indications on the hydrogen
injection panel are that the hydrogen injection system operated
properly throughout the period. The insoector noted that MSL
radiation monitor readings (CR chart recorder) spiked from about
3000 mrem /hr to over 8000 mrem /hr at the time of the scram.

Safety systems performed as expectt.d during the scram. Both HPCI
and RCIC were automatically initiated and functioned smoothly. The
combination of RCIC injection and running of the RFPs (from MSR
steam) resulted in HPCI not actually injecting to the reactor
vessel. (The injection valve was not required to open.) Level was
rapidly restored. The lowest reactor level during the transient was
about -44 inches. (Top of active feel is at about -164 inches.) As
the reactor pressure indication reacaed 1065 psig, the operators
manually initiated SRV low-low set (LLS) by opening a SRV just prior
to the SRVs automatically lifting at their pressure setpoints. Peak
pressure reached during the transient was below the SRV setpoints
and indicated that the SRV " sticking" problem did not occur. One

P
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group II isolation valve (the hydrogen / oxygen analyzer inboard
isolation valve) had a double position indication. Subsequent
review indicated it was shut and the problem involved the valve
limit switch assembly. The operators stabilized the plant utilizing
RCIC and LLS for pressure and level control. Peak torus temperature
and level was 126 degrees F and 151.5 inches respectively. The
MSIVs were reopened and a RFP restored. Because RWCU had been
isolated for !&C testing prior to the scram, recovery of the
recirculation pumps was complicated. The TS temperature
requirements for pump restart were met by cooling down and utilizing
shutdown cooling. On two occasions during the recovery of the
recirculation pumps, the recirculation piping was subjected to a
heatup in excess of the 100 degrees F per hour procedural limit.
Additionally, the plant conditions (temperatuce and pressure) and
heater rate were permitted to be in excess of that permitted by the
TS pressure / temperature limit curve. These issues are discussed in
more detail in paragraph 5 of this report.

The tharmal overload jumpers discussed in paragraph 6 of this repcrt
were inste led and several other minor maintenance activities were
completed. All of the condensate demineralizers were backwashed.and
precoated. On August 31 the unit was returned to full power
operation..

The inspector observed purtions of the ERT activities including a
detailed review of the SPDS tapes of the transient and investigation
into the oil intrusion. Ion chromatography of a. sample of heated
and. diluted RFP oil confirmed that oil from the feed pumps had been
introduced into the reactor coolant system. .The concentrations
involved are very small and no damage to any reactor components or
fuel would be expected. Apparently the oil was injected into the.
system from accumulations on the demineralizer resins. Prior to the
tast several weeks the operators had been very slowly restoring an

_

isolated demineralizer by incrementally opening the isolation valves
over a 35 minute period. Recently an operating order had been
written which permitted a shorter-(2-3 minute) restoration
evolution. This " fast roll in" procedure was utilized on August 27
and may have contributed to the cause of -the scram. A key factor in
the incident seems to be the fact that the "B" demineralizer was-
returned to service without backwash and prc: oat. Manipulation of
any of the condensate demineralizers causes flow and differential
pressure oscillations on all of the demineralizers and can cause any
accumulated substances on the resin to be forced into the system.
In the past, Jh MSL radiation indications.and alarms have occurre!
during demineralizer evolutions. After the scram, guidance was.
isst.2d to utilize the " slow roll in" procedure. Licensee management
has directed more thorough-action to correct the long standing RFP
bracket drain oil- intrusion problem. Several alternatives are being
investigated. Additionally, sampiing of the RFP bracket drain line
or basin to monitor for oil has been proposed. In the-past, careful

_

adjustment of the RFP sealing water system was relied upon to
prevent or minimize the oil intrusion. The Unit 2 RFPs utilize a

.

w
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loop seal in the bracket drain line instead of an open basin and oil |
intrusion has not been noted. Additionally, it was noted that |

removal of the MSL radiation monitor scram and group I isolation '

function has been authorized by the NRC-at several other BWR-4 i

'

p'. :.n t s . Hatch is currently developing the required TS change
request. The inspectors concluded that while more aggressive
corrective actions t . resolve the RFP oil intrusion problem may have i

prevented this scram, no specific regulatery requirements wem
|: violated.

No violations or deviations were identified.

3. Surveillance Testing (61726)

Surveillance tests were reviewed by the inspectors to verify procedural
and performance adequacy. The completed tests reviewed were examined for
necessary test prerequisites, instructions, acceptance criteria,
technical content, authorization to begin work, da*,a collection,
independent verification where required, handling of deficiencies noted,
and review of completed work. The tests witnessed, in whole or in part,
were inspected to determine that approved procedures were available, test
equipment was calibrated, prerequisites were m;t, tests were
conducted according to procedure, test result.s were acceptabic and
systems restoration was completed.

The following surveillances were reviewed and witnessed in whcle or in
part:

1. 34SV-Cll-003-IS: Control Rod Drive Weekly Exercise

| 2. 345V-R43-002-2S: EDG IB Monthly Test

3. 42SV-FPX-036-05: Annual Fire Pump Capacity Test

During observation of the EDG testing the inspector noted strict
procedural compliance and proper implementation of independent
verification requirements. TS LCO requirements were followed during
Lppropriate portions of the testing. The operators in the diesel room
maintained constant communications with the_CR when required and were
aware of necessary actions- if the EDG was called upon ouring the testing.

During the ar.nual fire pump capacity test, the inspector noted that the
testiig was being performed in a slightly different manner than that
described in the procedures. The procedure (42SV-FPX-036-0SJ contains-
guidance to test each-pump using first an installed flow meter and then
using a pitot tube on a test discharge header. The. inspector observed-
performance of section 7.2: Annual Diesel Engine Driver Fire Pump (IX43-
C002A) Capacity Test. The test was conducted by combining portions of
sections 7.2.1 (test using flow meter) and 7.2.2 (test using test header)
instead of performing each section sequentially. This prevented an-
unnecessary start /stop cycle on the pump. This necessitated the use of
"not applicable" in some of the steps'. Most af these steps were not

s _ _ . , _ _ _ _
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conditional steps. This had been discussed with operations management by
the involved operators prior to the test. A knowledgeable fire

-

protection engineer was present during testing. The inspector was
informed that a procedurc changs request was being processed to change
the procedure to more closely match this method of testing. The
inspector concluded that no procedures were violated and the testiag was -
conducted'in an adequately controlled manner.

During observation of 345V-Cll-003-15: Control Rod Weekly Exercise, the
inspector ncted the procedure was performed out of sequence. Section
7.2.4, t.esting of the RMCS backup withdraw timer, was not performed prior
to the completion of the remainder of the testing. The CR operators-
explained that this was done because a stop watch (necessary for section
7.2.4) was not immediately availeble in the CR. The procedure does not
state that steps may be performed out of sequence. Procedure 10AC-MGR-
003-05: Preparation and Control of Procedures, states that procedures
must be performed step by step. There was no direct adverse safety
significance involved with performing the step out of sequence and the
remainder of the test was not invalidated by emission of the step.

,

Operations management was informed of the inspectors observations.

Several problems involving inadequate procedural adherence have been
noted in recent months. While some of the examples were not of large
safety significance, others have resulted in undesirable incidents or
violations of regulatory requirements. This particular issue is
identified as one example of Violation 321/92-21-01: Two Examples of
Failure to Follow Operating Procedures.

One example of a violation involving failure to follow procedure was
identified.

4. Maintenance Activities (62703)

Maintenance activities were observed and/or reviewed during the reporting
period to verify that work was performed by qualified personnel and that
approved procedures were in use, and that these procedures adequately
described work that was not within the skill of the trade. Activities,

-

procedures,.and work requests were examined to verify: proper
authorization to begin work, provisions for fire, cleanliness, and
exposure. control, proper return of equipment to service, and that -
limiting conditions for operation were met.

The following maintenance activities were reviewed and witnessed in whole
or in part:

-

? 1. Ma 1-92-03494: Repairs to Valve 1G41-F041

| 2. MWO l-92-03607: DCR 1-92-124: Installation of Jumpers on
IT46-C001B Breaker Thermal Overloads-

3. MWO l-92-04228: Repairs to IB21-N080B transmitter
(Installation of temporary modification 1-92-71)

-i

-- _ _ . , - -_ .. . , , - . - -- --
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4. MWO 2-92-04538: Troubleshooting tne 2A SBLC Pump

5. MWO 2-92-04512: Recalibration of 125/250V Battery Low
Voltage Relays in accordance with procedure 57CP-R42-001-2S

Ouring observation of maintenance activities involving the 1G41-F041-
valve, the inspector noted that a small spill of water from the makeup
line was not properiy controlled. Due to backleakage from a check valve
(lG41-F055) just above the IG41-F041 valve locttion a sniall inflatatle

.

bladder device was being utilized to seal the line during 1G41-F041 valve'

body removal. This bladder device was removed and reinstalled to permit
installation of the replacement valve body. -During this activity a small
quantity of water spilled onto the floor. The spill was noted by a
worker assisting from out2ide the posted contaminated area and was-
prevented from reaching the boundaries. However, the inspector noted
that an unsealed piping penetration had been in the flowpath. The;

inspector located _ a puddle of water (on the next ?ower level floor) under
the piping penetration in a walkway. There were indicatioas of other
recent similar spills on the floor which had evaporated. The inspector
contacted HP personnel and monitored the area to ensure pers^nnel did not
inadvertently become contaminated. The activity of the spiM ed water was
low and the spill was promptly cleaned up. The inspector reviewed
several other items involving the IG41-F041 valve (Inspection Report
321,366/92-18 contau., a discussion of repetitive failures of this
nlve.)

- Although the upstream check valv! (1G41-F055) was leaking during the
repairs, the inspector identified that no deficiency card or MWO had
been written addr a ing the problem. A DC was subsequently
initiated on tha ieaking valve.

- The inspectors also noted that, unlike the SFP cooling sp tem lines
which also are open to the lower levels of the SFP, the makeup line
is not equipped with siphon breaker check valves. The inspectors
verified that the pipir.g from the normally closed 1G41-F041 valvt to
the pool was constructed and maintained as seisn.ic category I;

piping. This was discussed with the system engineer and NRR
personnel knculedgeable in SFP design and TS requirements. It was

'_ concluded that the makeup line is not required _ to have siphon
breakers installed.

- The inspectors ncte'l that Section 20.3.5 of the unit 1 FSAR states
that SFP makeup can be initiated from the CST from the control room.

! The controls for valve 1G41-F041 are located on the west- side of the
185 level of the reactor building. A licensing action request was

i initiateo by Me system engineer to revise the FSAR.

No violations or deviations were identified.
i

- . .- - - -. - - - -
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5 Improper Temperature and Pressure Controls during Unit 1 Scram Recovery
Result in Potential T5 Violations (71707)

' following the reactor scram and Group I isolation discussed in paragraph
2b of this report, several incidents occurred involving inadequate
rentrols on the tamperature and fressure of the reactor vess?1 e.nd the
recirculation system. Becacse RWrU was isolated prior to the trar.sient
and both recirculation pump. had tripped during the event, RCS
temperatures had to be reduced to meet the recirculation pump restart
temperature limits in TS. These events occurred during the " chase" or
reductinn in temperature to meet the pump restart restrictions.

{The procedural limits of Procedure 34S0-B31-001-15: Reactor Recirculation
System, involving the heatup of the recirculation piping and water in the
idle loop were violated several times. On August 28, at about 6:00 A.M.
the operator opened the "A" recirculation pump discharge valve too
quickly and a very rapid temperature increase from 170 to 280 degrees F

'

occurred. Temperature continued to increase and reached 330 degrees F in
about 45 minutes. At about 9:00 A.M. that day, during the "B"
recirculation loop recovely, temperature was increased by sir 'lar
operator actions from about 170 to 310 degrees F. Although this increase
was slower that the A lcop exco-sion it still exceeded the 100 desrees F
per hour limit specified in the procedure. This data was obtained
directly from the recirculation loop suct ion piping temperature
thermocouple readings on recorder IB31-R650. The heatups occurred during

4'opening of the recirculation discharge valves with SDC in operation.

During review of these temperature excursions, the inspectors identified
several underlying causal factors. Procedure 34S0-B31-001-15 does not
contain strong guidance on controlling recirculation loop temreratures in
the condition the plant was in. The senior resident had questioned the -

operator just after the second priblem. He stated he was utilizing
section 7.3.5: Control of Recirculation loop Temperatures, while opening
the discharge valve. Although the procedure does not explicitly address
doing this with SDC in operation, step 7.3.5.2.1 discusses how to open
the valve if circulation may exist to allow flow through the idle loop.
The operator did not follor 5 procedure. The procedure also requires
monitoring of specific computer readings of RIDS located in thermowells _

-(loop water temperature) in the loop. The operator at that time did not ]
know why these points were not being monitored. At a later time, the
inspector was informed that the computer leadouts of the temperatures
cannot he obtained for temperatures less than 400 degrees F.
Discussions with otner operators indicate that it is well known that such
a rapid temperature excursion will occur if the valve is opened without
using the precautions in the procedure. This operator was relatively
inexperienced and was also involved in other ongoing evolutions at the
time.

Of particular concern is the fact that the procedura; limits were
violated only several hours apart through the same mechanism. A shift

. . _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ -
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turnover did take place between the problems. This is considered an
example of poor communications and management oversight.

The failure to follow the procedure is a violation of regulatory
requirements and is identified as ete of the examples in Violation
321/92-21-01: Two Examples of Failures to Follow Uperating Procedures,

in addition to the two examples of procedural violations,. two incidents
involving notential TS violations were identified. The first involved
when SDC mtem flow was inituted, the vessel temperatures (bottom head
and other parameters indicated en recorder 1821-R606) exceeded the 100
degrees F/hr limit of TS 3.5. A. This appears to be a TS v.lolation and
violated the limits of procedure 34G0-0PS-013-IS: Normal ! ant Shutdown.

-The initiation of SDC was performed m accordance with the applicable -

procedure, however the procedure did not contain adequate guidance to
prevent the heatup during pump start. At the close of this report period
the licensee was reviewing-this issue closely to see how this could be
preventti in the future.

The plant was apparently to the left of TS figure 3.6-2 (TS 3.6,0.2,
which requires that plant conditions be maintained to the right of the
curve) for a significant period of time during the "cooldown". Reactor
vessel tuyeratures wera not at or above the specified temperature
limits. for approximately 20 hours (from 0530 on 8/27 to 0240 on 8/28)
vessel bottom head temperatures remained on the left side of the
pressure / temperature limits curve. Although this was identified by the
operators shortly after the area was e;.'.ered, neither the procedure nor
TS provide guidance on required act bns or time limits to return to the
right of the curve. Unit 2 TS require return to within the curve within
30 minutes. Additionally, an improper procedure change and confusion
over the correct temperature value to monitor contributed to the problem.
On recorder IB21-R606, point' 8 is the vessel wall just above the bottom-
head area, while point 10 is on the vessel bottom head. Attachment 1 of
procedure 34G0-0PS-013-15 contained conflicting guidance on which point
to use and point 8 was incorrectly utilized. TS figure 3.6-2 lists
simply " minimum vessel metal temperature" on the horizonal axis. During
their review af the ever ., the ERT identified that weaknesses. in training-

of the operators on this subject appeared to contribute to the errors.
The inspectors noted that the TS limit curve uses " vessel beltline" and
"feedwater nozzle" limits since they are the most constraining. It is
not yet known if the plant conditions would have violated the limits
specifically for the " vessel bcttom head."

The licensee obtained from GE an analysis of the loop "A" temperatura
excursfe which concluded it was bounded by a previous analysis and was
insigni5 s : ant. The inspectors noted that the other loop- was not
sr.ecifi t ly addressed. Tha P/T curve violation is still being

'

investip ted. Unit 1 TS do not require analysis prior to r 2 start. The
licensee had received analyses which bounded the temperature transients
identified prior to restart.

. - . _ _ - _ _____ _ -__ - - _ _ - _ - _ __
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The licensee initiated a formal ERT on September 8, 1992. At the close
of this report period the ERT was investigating the issues thoroughly and
was in consultation with GE regarding details of +he temperature

- excursions. Although some revi3w was being done in the area of the
procedural guidance on the rec.rculation loop temperature control, h:
questioning of the overall issues by the inspectors since August 28,
1992, was a major factor in the assignment c; the formal ERT and the
detailed review. While the inspators completea some review of the '

issues and identified that deficiencies in procedural controls and
overall 9erformance cccurred, additional information is needed before the
significance can be fully assessed. The overall problems were discJssed
with regional management. The licensee will submit an LER on the P/T
urve violation and tne heatup greater than 100 degrees F which occurred _

on initiation of SDC f'ow. .ais issue is identified as URI 321/92-21-02:
Inadequate Control of Primary System Pressure / Temperature Conditions, and
remains unresolved pending additional information and review by the
inspectors.

One example of a violation involving failure to foi b procedure ana one 6
unrcsolved item were identified.

6. Additional Saf ety Related Breaker inermal Overloaas Found Not Bypassed
(92702) (71707)

In March 1392, the licensee had identified (as part of GL 89-10 actions)
that numerous safety related MOV breakers apparently had operative
thermal overload relays. Plant drawings did not depict installation of
jumpers on 96 breakers although some vendor drawings did. Of these 96
breakers, 39 were considered to be EQ MOW. The licensee identified
numerous breakers on which the overloads should have been bypassed, but
were not. Inspection Report 321,366/92-08 :entained a detailed -

discussion of this issue and the inspectors review of the licensee's -

action. Violation 321.366/92-08-01: Inadequate Design fontrol r,esulting
y in Incorrect Design Documentation and Configuration, was identified to

..
address the issue. The licensee responded '.o the violation by letter ,

67 dated May 28, 1992. The planned corrective actions included a walkdown
of the 196 safety-related MOVs on which drawings indicated that jumpers
were installed. As of September 10, 1992, a total of 18 (17 on Unit 2, 1
on Unit 1) of these MOV breakers had yet to be walked dcun. Some of the ,

valves have been found to not have the jumpers installed. Upon
discovary, the licensee has been declaring the associated valve and/or
system inoperable, entering the appropriate TS LCO action statement, and
installing the jumpers. The inspectors informed the licensee that
operability assessments should be performed on all components which
should have been jumpered and which were found not to be jumpered.

On August 26, 1992, as part of the corrective actions for this violation
the licensee identified that plant drawings for several Unit I safety
related component breakers (required to be EQ) did not depict TOL

_ jumpers. These :omponents were the HPCI auxiliary oil pump, CS and RHR
di gonal room cooler f ans, the HPCI rcom cooler f ans, and both S%T
system fans. Like the POV breakers, these breakers are located in areas

,

.
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of the RB which will be exposed to a harsh environment under accident
conditions. The EQ testing of the breakers was performed with the
ju.pers installed. Initially, the licensee began preparation of a JC0
acurcsing these brtakers, but Unit I scraurad on August 27. The
overload-jumpers were installeJ prior to plant startup. The inspectors
observed the installation of several of the jumpers. On August 27, when
the inspector que:stioned the status of the same breakers on Unit 2, the |

Ilicensee responded that the Unit 2 plant drawings indicated that jumpars
were installed on those components.

At approximately 10:00 a.m. on August 28, 1992 the licen.*ee identified
(by inspection) that several of the breakers on the Unit 2 system did not
in fact have the TOLs jumpered. The CS and RHR room cooler fans and the
HPCI roop cooler fans were declared inoperable along with the associated
ECCS systems. The appropriate 50.72 notification involving the HPCI
inoperability was completed. A G hour to hot shutdown /30 hour tc cold
shutdown LCO action statement was entered due to RHR, CS and HPCI being
declared inoperable. At 2:00 p.m. the LC0 was exited af ter jumpers were
installed and the coolers were returned to service. The inspectors
discussed the most t ently identified m'ssing TOL jumpers with regional
management and regit..al inspectors involved in EQ issues. It was
concluded that the licensee's actions were in accordance with the
commitments stated in the response to violation 321,366/92-08-01, and
further enforcement actions are not warranted. However, the inspectors
noted that the original problem was identified in March 1992 and involved
essentially the same issue: breakers in potentially harsh environment
locations which did not have the'r TOLs jumpered While the !icensee's
corrective actions did meet the stated commitmen s to the NRC, the
inspectors concluded that it should not have taken in excess of 5 months
to identify the additional missing jumpers. The inspettors will continue
to review the licensee's actions. At the close of this report
operability assessments on the nonjumpered fans and MOV's (from the 196
breakers walked down which drawings did depict jumpers) had not been

i completed. It is expecteu that the evaluations will support that the
components were able to complete Mir safety function despite the'

missing jumpers.

No violations or deviations were identified.

7. Impror eAy Controlled Control Room Panel Electrical Outlets
(7UO7) (40500)_

During a tour of the control room on August 18, 1992, the inspector noted
two engineers pursuing corrective actions to resolve a problem insolving
CR panels. Recently, a DC had been submitted to address an incident in
which a vacuum clever had been plugged into a outlet on a CR front
panel, causing a fuse to blow. This resulted in the loss of most of the
indicators and recorders on the panel. The panel was IN62-P600 which
contains offgas system controls and indications. The fuse was located 1:
the power supply line from instrumentation bus 2A to the panel. The.

inspector's questioning and review disclosed that the licensee's
corrective actions appeared limited to the prevention of future misase of

,

_
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the outlet. In response to the inspector's questions the licensee stated
that no Class IE equipment had been rendered inoperable due the fuse -
blowing. The inspector noted that the outlet did not appear on any plant
drawings and questioned how it was wired and how it was installed.
Apparently the outlet is an " instrument outlet' intended for use during
1&C activities. The liccr.see walked down the outlet installation and
found it was wired from a chart recorder in the panel. The inspector,
noting that senral other CR front panels have :,uch outlets, questioned
if any other CR panels have improperly installed outlets. At the close
of thi, report period, the licensee had completed a walkdown # the Unit
2 front panel outlets and found an outlet on front of the 2Hil-P601 panel
which was connected to the HPCI turbine vibration indicator. That
indicator had been removed from service in previous years. While the
safety significance of these two outlets is small, the inspectors have
concerns regarding wiring in safety related CR panels which is not as
depicted on drawings and improperly controlled outlets which could result
in the loss of important indicators The licensee was still examining
other CR phnels and outlets at the clone of the report period. This-'

issue is identified as IFI 321,366/92-21-03: Improperly Controlled
Control Room Panel Electrical Outlets.

One inspedor followup item was identified.

8. Inspection of Open items (92700) '90712) (92701)

The following items were reviewea u:,ing licensee reports, inspection,
record review, and discussicas with licensee personnel, as appropriate: 1

;

a. (Closed) LER 321/91-05, Reactor Water Level Instrument Perturbation
Results in Reactor Scram While in Cold Shutdown. This LER addressed;

~ a reactor scra:.1 signal caused by a low reactor water level signal
with the unit already in cold shutd;wn. Reactor water level was
approximately 35 inches (which is about 23 inches above the scram
setpoint) at which time I&C technicians were in the process of
rectifying a mismatch between redundant reactor water-level
indications. While returning an instrumcnt to service, a pressure
spike was experienced on the instruments sensing line causing a
scram signal due to a sensed low reactor water level. - In addition,

| due to the sensed low water level, shutdown cooling isolated per -
| design. The low reactor water level signal- reset immediately and

the operators reset the scram signal within 3 minutes. Shutdown,

cooling was restored within 20 minutes with reactor water'

temperature reaching a maximum of 138 degrees F, an increase of
( approximately:20 degrees.

Investigation ir to this event revealed that its root cause could not
be conclusively determined. The licensee has postulated that an air
bubble trapped in the instrument sensing line either moved orj
collapsed causing the spike. The license's corrective actioni

included completing mair,tenance on the icvel instrmentation and
returning shutdown cooling to service. Based on the inspector's
review of licensee's corrective actions, this LER is closed.

|
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b. (Closed) LER 321/91-08, inadequate Procedure Results in Missed
Technical Specifications Surveillance. This LER addressed the
failure to perform certain chemistry TS surveillances within the
specified frequency. More specifically, the daily channel checks of
the Unit I Recombiner Building Ventilation noble pas activity
monitor and sample flowrate masuring device and the Main Stack
sample flowrate measuring device wera performed at a time of day
which exceeded the required frequency of performance (24 hours +]- 6

hours). Licensee procedure did not contain adequate guidance to
ensure the surveillances (daily channel checks) were performed
during the same period each day such that the .equired frequency
plus grace period was not exceeded.

The licensco's corrective action involved issuine, a letter to
chemistry personnel stating that TS required <it ; .Wnel checks
performed by the chemistry department are to be ,etormed during the
same five hour period each day. In folln.ing this guidance, the TS
maximum allowable interval between cha-L of 30 hours could not be-

exceeded. This guidance was incoi,, ora.ed into procedures 62EV-SAM-
003-05, " Gaseous 'Jaste Olscharge Monit er Checks", and 64CH-ADH-001-
05, " Chemistry Program." The inspectcr verified the completion of
these actions and based on this review, this LER'is closed.

c. (Closed) LER 321/91-13: Turbine Trip on Generator Ground Fault
Signal Causes Reactor. Scram. This LER addressed a generator ground
which caused a turbine trip and subsequent reactor scram fron,100-
percent power. The generator ground was detected by relay IN51-
K751. The licensee postulated that the. ground was of short duration
as post-scram testing of the generator revealed no ground-faults.
Subsequent calibrattori of relay IN51-K751 revealed that the relay
trip setpoint was contilmally drifting, and would vary fron. one trip
to the next. However when the setpoint drift was_ con. pared to the
guierator's minimum required resistance to ground of 10 megohms, the
drift (found to be from 500 ohms to 1900 ohms) was insignif) cant.

As a result of the scram, reactor water level decreased as expected
which resulted in a Group 2 PCIS signal. All Group 2 PCIVs closed -
as designed except 1Gll-F020 (the drywell equipment drain sump
isolation valve), an A0V which closed in 114 seconds in lieu of.the
required 15 seconds. Approximately 5 1/2 hours following the scram,
the valve was stroked and timed to close in 6 seconds.

The licensee's corrective actions included. checking the generator
for ground faults of which none were found. Relay IN51-K751 was--
replaced in accordance with MWO l-91-4599. _ Valve IGll-F020 was

i repaired in accardance with MWO l-91-5093 la that its solenoid wass

replaced. - Based on the inspector's review of _these actions, this
LER is closed.

, - d. (Closed) LER 321/91-14: Component f ailure Results in Unplanned
'

Actuations of ESFs. This LER addressed the failure of an
overvoltage relay which tripoed the breakers supplying the "B" RPS

i=
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bus. The deenergization of the bus actuated several E*fs.
Additionally, it was noted that two Unit l SBGT dampers (IT41-F0328
and It41-f0408) incorrectly returned to _their standby position upon
restoration of power and resetting of the isolation logic. The-
damper issue was the subject of Unresolved Item 321,366/91-21-01:
Inadequate Corrective Action for IE Bulletin 80-06, The Unresolved
item was reviewed and closed out in December 1991. Details of the
inspectors review were discussed in-Inspection Report 321,366/91-34.
Revision I to LtR 321/91-014 was issued on December 14, 1991, and
contained morc information on the cause of the SBGT dampers not
meeting the recuiremer, of IE3 80-06. The Unit 1 SBGT logic has
been modified (DCR 91-111) and :it 2 is scheduled for correction in
the Fall 1992 outage.

Because a number of overvoltage relay failures have occurred, an
engineering review was performed to assess the adequacy of the 'C71-
K7518 relay (ASCO 214B70) for its application. The review conciuded

.

the relays are suitable for the application and recommended trending
the performance of the relays to help identify. defective relays
prior to failure. The inspector questioned I&C, NSAC, and
eng'icering personnal and found that such ~a trending program had noi.
been initiated. The inspectors noted that several other events
involving RPS MG set relays have occurred since the incident
addressed in LER 321/91-14. LER 321/92-10: Component Failure
Results in Trip of RPS HG Set and ESF Actuations, submitted on May-
20, 1992, addressed a failure of a coi! in the motor starter for the
MG set. LER 321/92-12, submitted on June 11, 1992, addressed a
spurious trip of the MG set output breakers. LER 321/92-10
contained a commitment to perform an evaluation of recent RPS trips
for potential r.ommon causes. Some information indicated that the
age of some of the components may be a factor in the failures. This
review is expected to be completed by December, 1992. Based on this

,

review and the review discussed in inspection Report 321,366/91-34,
this item is closed. The more recent LERs addressing RPS component.
failures remain open and the corrective actions for those LERs will
be reviewed in the future.

9. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on September 21, 1992,.
with those persons indicated in paragraph I above. The inspectors
described the areas inspected and discussej in detail the inspection
fin' dings. The licensee did not identify as proprietary any of the
material provided to or reviewed by the inspectors during this

-

inspection.

,
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Item Number 11alu1 Description and Reference

50-321/92-21-01 Open V10 - Two Examples of Failure to
follow Operating Procedures.
(paragrcphs 3 and 5)

50-301/92-21-02 Open URI - Inadequate Control of
Primary System
Pressure / Temperature Candition.
(paragraph 5)

. 50-321,366/92-21-03 Open IFI - Improperly Controlled CR
_

Panel Electrical Outlets
(paragraph 7)

,

10. Acronyms and Abbreviations

AC - Alternating Current
A/E - Arenitect Engineer
AHU - Air Handling Unit
A0V - Air Operated 'Jalve
APRM - Average Power Range Monitor
ARI - Alternate Rod Insertion System
ATWS - Anticipated Transient Without Sc 1m
BWROG- Boiling Water Reactors Owners Group
CFR - Code of Federal Regulatior.
CIV - Containment Isolation Val"
CR - Control Room
CRD - Control Rod Drive
CS - Core Spray

F CST - Condensate Storage Tank
DC - Deficiency Card
DCR - Design Change Request
ECCS - Emergency Core Cooling System
EDG - Emergency Diesel Generator
EFCV - Excess Flow Check Valve
EHC - Electro Hydraulic Control System
EOF - Emergency Operations Facility
EP - Emergency Preparedness
EQ - Environmental Qualification-

ERT - Event Review Team
ESF - Engineered Safety Feature (
ES1 - Eastern Standard Time

~

F - Fahrenheit
FPM - Fission Product Monitor
FSAR - Final Safety A.alysis Report
FT&C - Functional Test and Calibration
GE - General F.lectric Company
GL - Seneric letter
GPM - Gallons per Minute
HELB - High Energy Line Break
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HP - Health Physics
HP( - High Pressure Coolant lajection System
liVAC - Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
1&C - Instrumentation and Controls
IFl - Inspector Followup Item
IRM - Intermediate Range Monitor
JC0 - Justit ication for Continued Operations

LC0 - Limiting Condition for Operation
LER - Licensee Event Report
LLS - Low-Low Set
LOCA - Loss of Coolant Accident
LPRM - Local Power Range Monitor
MFP - Main feed Pump _

MFWPT- Main feedwater Pump Turbine
MG - Motor Generator
MOV - Motor Operated Valve ,

MSIV - Main Steam Isolation Valve
PSL - Main Steam Line.

MSR - Moisture Separator Reheater
MWE - Megawatts Electric
MWO - Maintenance Work Order
NCV - Non-cited Violation
NRC - Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRR - Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation -

NSAC - Nuclear Safety and Compliance
PCB - Power Circuit Breaker
PCIS - Primary Containment Isolation System
PCIV - Primary Containment Isolation Valve
PE0 - Plant Equipment Oparator
PM - Preventive Maintenance '

PSIG - Pounds Per Square Inch Gauge
PSW - Plant Service Water System ,

iP/T - Pressure / Temperature
RB - Reactor Building
RCIC - Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System
RCS - R: actor Coolant System
RFP - Reactor feed Pump
RHR - Residual Heat Removal
RHRSW- Residual Heat Removal Service Water System
RMCS - Reactor Manual Control System
RPS - Reactor Protection System
RPT - Recirculation Pump Trip
RSCS - Rod Sequence Control System
RTD - Resistance Temperature Detector
RTP - Rateo Thermal Power
RWCU - Reactor Water Cleanup System
RWM - Rod Worth Minimizer
Rx - Reactor
SAER - Safety Audit and Engineering Review
SBGT - Standby Gas Treatment
SCS - Southern Company Sero :es
SDC - Shutdown Cooling

,
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Spent fuel PoolSfP -

S/f - Single failure
'

Sll - Service Information Letter '

SNC - Southern Nuclear Company
SOR - Significant Occurrence Report
SOS - Superintendent of Shift ' Operations)
PV - Solenoid Operated Valve
SP - Suppression Pool
SiLS - Safety Paramater Olsplay System
SRM - Source Range Monitor
SRV - Safety Relief Valve
SfA - Shift Technical Advisor
IbV - Turbine Bypass Valve
IIP - 1ransversing incore Probe
10L - Thermal Overload'

TS - Technical Specifications
150 - Technical Support Center
1SV - Turbine Stop Valve
URI - Unrosobed Item

,
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